
From Susan Stevenson to Everyone: (12:48 PM)

I'm not being anti-social but apparently the Belfry cannot afford computers with built in 
cameras ;o)

From Boomer Stacey to Everyone: (12:50 PM)

that’s ok Susan - helps keep the audio signal strong if most video is turned off anyway…

From Susan Stevenson to Everyone: (12:52 PM)

I'm new to Zoom and tried speaking but does not seem you can hear me? Audio worked 
yesterday on my first Zoom call. I can hear you.

From Lynn Saxberg to Everyone: (12:53 PM)

Hi all - Lynn Saxberg here, arts reporter for the Ottawa Citizen. I’m sitting in at Boomer’s invite 
for a possible story on the impact to the theatre sector. I will seek permission if I want to quote 
any of you. Thanks.
If it makes anyone uncomfortable that I’m here, please let me know.

From srose to Everyone: (12:55 PM)

I wasn't able to sign up in time, I hope it's alright that I joined!

From Me to Everyone: (12:56 PM)

that’s fine srose!

From Frances Shakov to Everyone: (12:58 PM)

Frances from Dancemakers: Thanks for inviting non-PACT members to this meeting!

From Juan Hurtado to Everyone: (12:59 PM)

Hi All, Juan from cSPACE King Edward in Calgary, hearing loud and clear

From Melissa Tsang to Everyone: (12:59 PM)

Hello! I can hear y’all loud and clear!

From claytonbaraniuk to Everyone: (01:00 PM)

Hi guys!

From Mirette to Everyone: (01:01 PM)

Hi Clayton!



From Anjela to Everyone: (01:01 PM)

Hi!

From dgoodman to Everyone: (01:01 PM)

Happy first day of spring - snowing her in YYC

From Lisa Nelson-Fries (SIR) to Everyone: (01:01 PM)

hi everyone!!

From Mirette to Everyone: (01:01 PM)

Welcome Everyone

From TimJ to Everyone: (01:02 PM)

Hey all!

From Garrett Rodman to Everyone: (01:02 PM)

Non-member here, but thank you for opening up the RSVP (GM of The Second City Toronto)  to 
non-members.

From Gaelle De Ruyter to Everyone: (01:03 PM)

hello everyone! Sorry I can’t connect with video due to poor internet connection.

From Peita Luti to Everyone: (01:05 PM)

Hi all, I recently discovered the "gallery view" - click "speaker view" in the top right to check it 
out :-)

From Katie to Everyone: (01:06 PM)

is PACT recommending that all companies begin working remotely, regardless of the size or 
location of the administration office?

From Mirette to Everyone: (01:07 PM)

https://pact.ca/covid-19-resource-page/
Please review the resource page that we have pulled together.
Includes information on financial aid, feedback surveys and other information that we have been 
receiving from government

From Boomer Stacey to Everyone: (01:10 PM)



Hey everyone - in case you missed her welcome, Lynne Saxberg, the arts reporter for Ottawa 
Citizen is on the call. She won’t quote anyone without your consent but listening in to help with 
an article on impact on our sector

From TimJ to Everyone: (01:14 PM)

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/apply-emergency-benefits-1.5501977

From Lisa Nelson-Fries (SIR) to Everyone:

thanks for the heads up Boomer. can you please send us the link for the article when in comes 
out so we can distribute on our community?

From Team Banff to Everyone: (01:18 PM)

For the chatroom: what are companies thinking around reviving/rescheduling productions down 
the road?

From Boomer Stacey to Everyone: (01:18 PM)

absolutely Lisa - likewise, please share any local or regional coverage that might not be on our 
radar

From Boomer Stacey to Everyone: (01:18 PM)

Thx @TeamBanff

From Andrea Loewen to Everyone: (01:19 PM)

@TeamBanff We are only postponing our fundraiser event. Everything else is cancelled. (But 
we only had a couple of shows left.)

From Mirette to Everyone: (01:19 PM)

The PACT resources page has a section on performances and activities taking place online. If 
you send them to PACT staff we will continue to share them out

From Rachael King to Everyone: (01:19 PM)

6:30pm facebook live dance parties helmed by Julie Tamiko Manning

From Juan Hurtado cSPACE King Edward Calgary to Everyone: (01:20 PM)

We're a roadhouse, and have been postponing as much as possible, but have had a good 
amount of cancelations

From Laura Caswell to Everyone: (01:21 PM)



I plan to try to set up an educator call in the coming days. if interested email me at 
lcaswell@neptunetheatre.com

From Jessie Van Rijn to Everyone: (01:21 PM)

Citadel is announcing a daily online performance series later today, featuring Edmonton artists 
performing from home that have been involved in cancelled or postpone projects, with fees 
covered by Edmonton Community Foundation.

From Kieran Dunch- Geordie Theatre to Everyone: (01:22 PM)

@Team Banff Geordie and a bunch of TYA is reliant on the school boards, so most of our 
programming is cancelled until the new year.

From Rena Cohen to Everyone: (01:22 PM)

We’re exploring shifting a production timeline to either several months down the line or ‘same 
time next year’.   Cancellation is also an option.

From TimJ to Everyone: (01:22 PM)

Shaw is still rehearsing by skype/zoom and working from distance to be ready if we are allowed 
to come back up for the summer. Everyone still on payroll until at least Apr 6. about 450 of 480 
employees and artists working from distance. Public activities cancelled until May 1 (at earliest)

From Lisa Nelson-Fries (SIR) to Everyone: (01:23 PM)

we have postponed our fundraiser. we have no cancelled order postponed our June production 
yet. we are holding to see if we can go ahead in some way in the weeks to come.

From Rena Cohen to Everyone: (01:23 PM)

We are still meeting / creating content by Zoom.

From Team Banff to Everyone: (01:25 PM)

Banff sent home 100+ artists and production practicums this week, and for those and upcoming 
cancelled residencies we will either be slotting them in to creation space we haven't yet gone to 
market on next season, or encouraging them to re-apply to pedagogy programs (no 
commitments tho)

From Melanie Rogowski to Everyone: (01:26 PM)

Shakespeare on the Saskatchewan is changing our Shakespeare School Tour Workshop so 
that is available online for anyone to use. Hoping that is live in a week or so.

From Michael Erwin - Neptune Theatre to Everyone: (01:26 PM)



@Neptune Theatre, we had to cancel 3 productions, and postpone our Season Ending Musical - 
Billy Elliot. Unsure when it will be staged. Theatre has been closed to the public this week. Most 
staff working from home, and production staff will be laid of at the end of next week.

From dgoodman to Everyone: (01:27 PM)

-+ As we are in Arts Commons, our venue has been closed - ergo are not able to stage out final 
show of the season which was due to begin rehs Monday. Fundraiser, kids camps cancelled, 
working at extending draw date for our raffle. Receiving many cancellations from rental clients: 
May June is a busy rental season for us, so stand to lose significant revenue from all those 
events.  Majority of staff working from home - today there are 3 of us in the office

From Geoff and Eryn - Globe to Everyone: (01:28 PM)

Globe has also cancelled the remainder of the season, including our production of Billy Elliot. All 
programs in the community cancelled, and full staff working remotely.
Also many layoffs - including entire production staff as of next Friday (though no one will be 
working in the building past today).

From Kieran Dunch- Geordie Theatre to Everyone: (01:29 PM)

“Businesses will be able to benefit immediately from this support by reducing their remittances 
of income tax withheld on their employees’ remuneration.”

From Melanie Rogowski to Everyone: (01:29 PM)

Sorry to hear that Geoff. Hard decisions. SOTS is in a holding pattern as our festival opens July 
10

From Kieran Dunch- Geordie Theatre to Everyone: (01:29 PM)

“Businesses will be able to benefit immediately from this support by reducing their remittances 
of income tax withheld on their employees’ remuneration.”
Sorry everyone

From Tara to Everyone: (01:30 PM)

https://www.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/services/funding/information-covid-19.html

From Jessie Van Rijn to Everyone: (01:30 PM)

Citadel Theatre: The following projects were postponed (and 1-2 may be cancelled):
• The Garneau Block (Mainstage Series)
• Peter Pan Goes Wrong (Mainstage Series)
• Audrey Ochoa (House Series)
• After The Fire (Highwire Series)
• The Filharmonic (House Series)
We closed As You Like It (Mainstage) prior to its scheduled last day.  Theatre school cancelled. 
No rentals. All staff except a few working from home.



From Sean Casey to Everyone: (01:30 PM)

scasey@globalpublic.com

From Kate Stadel to Everyone: (01:30 PM)

Will we be allowed to live stream an archive?

From Gaylene to Everyone: (01:31 PM)

TNL moving its youth theatre classes to online to keep our students engaged and "together" in 
this time of fear & isolation when they need us more than ever.  Gros Morne Theatre Festival 
season will be delayed by at least a month - opening no earlier than end of June. Letting our 
audiences know they can continue to plan their summer plans with Confidence - knowing they 
will get a full refund if their chosen performance is cancelled or they do not feel safe to travel on 
that performance date.... 24 hour cancellation policy

From dgoodman to Everyone: (01:32 PM)

Needless to say, subs sale for next season down to a trickle

From Aislinn Rose to Everyone: (01:33 PM)

Definitely would be willing to open The Theatre Centre as a testing site for our community.

From Andrea Loewen to Everyone: (01:34 PM)

At Presentation House, we would be happy to look into opening the venue for testing.

From Boomer Stacey to Everyone: (01:34 PM)

love the idea of using theatre facilities for testing! <3

From Sabrina Mueller to Everyone: (01:34 PM)

we would be open to opening our facility as a testing centre.

From Philip Sutton to Everyone: (01:35 PM)

Good community outreach Tara and we need blood donor clinic locations too

From Juan Hurtado cSPACE King Edward Calgary to Everyone: (01:35 PM)

If testing moves to alberta, we're happy to look into opening up cSPACE for testing

From Sabrina Mueller to Everyone: (01:35 PM)

Pumphouse Theatres



From Laura Caswell to Everyone: (01:35 PM)

has anyone looked into the work share program? any luck

From Boomer Stacey to Everyone: (01:35 PM)

we can put out a call and inventory this

From Emmy Alcorn to Everyone: (01:35 PM)

Mulgrave Road Theatre

From Kate Stadel to Everyone: (01:35 PM)

West village theatre in Calgary as well would be happy to help

From kinverarity to Everyone: (01:35 PM)

Maybe? From Royal MTC

From Nicole Campbell to Everyone: (01:36 PM)

No he was unable to log in!

From Team Banff to Everyone: (01:36 PM)

@Dianne Your question seems urgent. Suppose venues reopen next season, how to cope with 
need to reduce capacity for likely public expectation of continued distancing. And how to rebuild 
subs base

From Deb Sidgm to Everyone: (01:36 PM)

Re. Testing Centres, it is more likely in our community that recreation centres (also currently 
closed) would be used for testing. Emergency Preparedness Program in our Community has 
identified the Rec Centres for emergency hub uses.

From Nicole Campbell to Everyone: (01:36 PM)

Sorry, Steve is unable to log on via internet - not working

From Boomer Stacey to Everyone: (01:36 PM)

he sent regrets

From Jessica Gutteridge to Everyone: (01:36 PM)

would explore for the Rothstein with my JCC colleagues



From Geoff and Eryn - Globe to Everyone: (01:36 PM)

Globe could potentially offer space on our main floor for testing. Out lobbies and theatre space 
would not be suitable (accessibility issues)

From Gaylene to Everyone: (01:37 PM)

TNL would be happy to help in any way

From Emma to Everyone: (01:37 PM)

Soulpepper happy to talk about how our venue, The Young Centre, can play a role

From Natalie Dewan to Everyone: (01:38 PM)

Tara - Ontario Presents has a call tomorrow with Ontario presenters, would you like us to though 
the question about testing centres out to our members?

From Rozsa Foundation to Everyone:

Question from a funder standpoint: the hit to companies that had shows open or about to open 
is clear to me. I'm curious for those who were cancelling shows in May/June, aside from costs of 
cancelling contracts to artists, what other costs had you already incurred that you've now lost 
out on? Could use concrete examples to advocate for wider funding support.

From IT to Everyone: (01:39 PM)

native earth's aki studio happy to help but Daniels spectrum and regent park community centre 
are better

From Ashlie Corcoran to Everyone: (01:39 PM)

arts club also happy to talk about how our venue can play a role

From Rosie Shaw (Confederation Centre) to Everyone: (01:40 PM)

I’m sure Confederation Centre of the Arts would be open to discussing our potential use as a 
testing centre or blood donation clinic location.

From Tara to Everyone: (01:40 PM)

That's Natalie. Yes, present the idea and if anyone is interested we can track and submit the list 
of interested venues to the government on their behalf - need to know name of contact and 
phone number/email, location and name of venue. If interested, they can message us at 
tmazurk@globalpublic.com and scasey@globalpublic.com

From Evan Klassen to Everyone: (01:41 PM)

WCT in Kamloops would be happy to discuss possibilities of acting as a testing centre.



From Boomer Stacey to Everyone: (01:42 PM)

Great to see the response from venues. We will include that question as we send out the next 
round of metric impact questions - coming very soon!

From kinverarity to Everyone: (01:43 PM)

If helpful.... I turned our outboud telemarekting room into a customer services room to help ease 
to load of quickly reaching ticket holders.

From Tara to Everyone: (01:43 PM)

I'm tracking everyone who's expressed interest in offering their venue and will create a 
spreadsheet. Thank you!

From Amy Strilchuk to Everyone: (01:43 PM)

At Touchstone, we are a $500K company, non-venue - we had an emergency board meeting 
Tuesday night, and I gave them 4 cashflow scenarios for what decisions we needed to make. 
We decided on the one that kept our 3 key staff employed, and would still pay our spring artists 
either their full commissions (playwrights) or cancelled shows a cancellation fee. Our spring 
show is being cancelled (that news is public later today) at the Firehall, and we agreed with 
Donna Spencer to put on hiatus until fall 2020. We’re giving our artists either 2weeks payout or 
20% of their contract (depending on whether they’re Equity, ADC, or non-ADC). We’re giving 
them termination + first right of refusal on the fall show, rather than the postponement 
agreement, for 2 reasons: incase they can apply for EI once the gov’t rolls out the plan to open-
up EI to (hopefully) include artists. And this offer gives them, overall, 2 extra weeks pay on this 
contract, though we understand it messes with their spring cashflow as contractors.

From Deb Sidgm to Everyone:

In BC this would likely be determined by local Health Authorities (VIHA) in our case. Our venue 
(Sid Williams Theatre) would certainly be willing to work with VIHA on a testing scenario, but I 
think we would be way down on the list of choices as there are at least 6 major municipal 
recreation facilities that would likely be used first.

From Rebekah to Everyone: (01:44 PM)

The Roxy Theatre in Victoria would be available if needed

From Tessa Mendel, Halifax Theatre for Young People to Everyone: (01:45 PM)

One of main questions is about what are our legal and ethical obligations if we have shows 
planned for May, we don't know yet whether they will be unable to go ahead (though it's looking 
increasingly likely), and we haven't yet officially contracted artists? Should we be looking to find 
funds to pay them their missed income, or should we supply them with information for them to 
pursue it for themselves?



From Patricia Hammond, Theatre by the Bay to Everyone: (01:46 PM)

echoing Tessa's comment.  We have cancelled our May event that had no contracts filled.  Our 
June production is fully contracted and we are deciding tonight if we will postpone to November, 
and hopefully our artists can shift the contracts.

From Amy Strilchuk to Everyone: (01:47 PM)

Tessa, we were in the same boat. My thinking is that I still ‘owe’ my artists 2 weeks’ pay even 
though I didn’t yet contract them. I should be contracting artists as soon as we know we want 
them. (That’s my ethical thinking, anyway). So to give them that money as cancellation pay, but 
still terminate the contract so they’re empowered to apply for EI.

From IT to Everyone: (01:47 PM)

We will be trying to pay at least a portion of fees for uncontracted artists. create an LOA with a 
clear cancellation clause. then impose cancellation clause in writing. so documentation is clear

From Amy Strilchuk to Everyone: (01:47 PM)

I say this knowing not everyone is in the same financial spot

From Simon Rossiter to Everyone: (01:50 PM)

Even for not-yet-contracted artists, it’s important to get the intended contracts on paper - in 
whatever form makes the most sense - akin to IT’s suggestion.  If the information about financial 
impacts ins’t formally on paper, it will undermine the process of accounting for all the economic 
losses in the sector.

From Team Banff to Everyone: (01:50 PM)

exactly kateB - easing audiences back in to comfort at gathering will be as important in 
messaging next season as anything. It becomes central to marketing

From dgoodman to Everyone: (01:51 PM)

thanks for your observations Kate (Ghost River) Even if folks are unwilling to go out once 
venues reopen, the concern as well is who will have any $$ to spend on anything but 
necessities, I fear the economic recovery may very well take much longer than the health 
recovery - especially in AB which was already going into recession prior to COVID

From Rachael King to Everyone: (01:51 PM)

Does anyone have an updated timeline on gathering restrictions?

From Amy Strilchuk to Everyone: (01:51 PM)

Thanks Simon - exactly



From Andrea Loewen to Everyone: (01:52 PM)

@Rachel King I think that's provincial - in BC it's set until May 30 for now.

From TimJ to Everyone: (01:52 PM)

Ontario is restricted until lifted

From dgoodman to Everyone: (01:52 PM)

AB Health predicting peak cases in 4/5 weeks

From chelseacarlson to Everyone: (01:53 PM)

I also have in my mind…we are all talking as though every one of us is going to stay well.  Not 
to be negative, but some of us might get sick.  And as a small organization, relatively nimble.  
But has small systems and who carries things on if I get sick?

From Rozsa Foundation to Everyone: (01:53 PM)

@Rachel - I was on a call yesterday where they put forward end of June as best case scenario.

From Melanie & Will (Shakespeare on the Saskatchewan) to Everyone: (01:53 PM)

We are curious where other summer festivals/productions in Alberta/Sask/Manitoba are 
thinking: postpone, cancel etc? Have you done anything formal yet?

From kinverarity to Everyone: (01:55 PM)

We are looking at timelines to establish the latest we can make a decision on Wnnipeg Fringe

From richardwilllis to Everyone: (01:56 PM)

St Lawrence Shakespeare Festival here in Ontario… we have a board meeting next week.  We 
have various options we have presented.  Are advising to hold off any decision until April 15th.

From Me to Everyone: (01:56 PM)

https://www.socialdistancingfestival.com/

From bonnie to Everyone: (01:56 PM)

You have generated a lot of excitement in our community (Kelowna), Nick. People really 
appreciated your idea. Thank you from Interior BC.

From Alex to Everyone: (01:56 PM)



Theatre Calgary's Shakespeare by the Bow that happens in June/July/August is still proceeding 
at this time but we have set a deadline of May 4th to make the call to cancel etc. Day by day 
right now...

From Boomer Stacey to Everyone: (01:56 PM)

@chelseacarlson - I agree with you - important and necessary to think about. Also hard to think 
about but I was on a huge call yesterday and one of the suggestions was for people to create a 
“Theatre will”. And we have also discussed internally what happens if one of us gets sick - 
building in redundancies

From Emily Oriold to Everyone: (01:57 PM)

Toronto Star put out an article today that stated  research led by the University of Toronto is 
predicting "severe restrictions on public life must continue for months, not weeks, for Ontario to 
stifle the coming surge of COVID-19 patients and give the healthcare system a shot at coping 
with the pandemic."

From Sarah Denman-Wood to Everyone: (01:58 PM)

Charlottetown Festival is currently working through various scenarios…but likely won’t be 
making any final decisions until mid-late April.

From Melanie & Will (Shakespeare on the Saskatchewan) to Everyone: (01:59 PM)

@Zachary Moull,  Can you send this chat around post meeting?

From Geoff and Eryn - Globe to Everyone:

Our experience here at Globe is that we do best when we stay flexible and adaptable. Any long 
range planning becomes obsolete very quickly these days. So we’re coming up with many 
contingencies but not projecting too far in terms of what might or will be possible in a month or 
even a week.

From Andrea Loewen to Everyone:

Hey all I have to sign off unfortunately - some BC folks have asked me where I saw the May 
30th timeline. It's in the official order from Dr. Henry: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/health/
about-bc-s-health-care-system/office-of-the-provincial-health-officer/reports-publications/
covid-19-pho-class-order-mass-gatherings.pdf

From Me to Everyone: (01:59 PM)

Yes, I’ll be saving a transcript of the public chat and sending it around

From Andrea Loewen to Everyone: (01:59 PM)

Talk soon, love you all and respect the hard work everyone is doig!



From brianquirt to Everyone: (01:59 PM)

Thanks for this, PACT / boomer / Zach / Nina / Eleanor and all the speakers. Great and 
encouraging to see everyone’s faces, names and comments.

From Team Banff to Everyone: (01:59 PM)

@Nick are you seeking partners in this? You mentioned your tiny team

From Heather Braaten to Everyone: (02:00 PM)

Stephenville Theatre Festival is also working through various scenarios that include moving 
festival dates and/or reducing programming in the event that the budget needs to be cut 
drastically.

From nicholasgreen to Everyone: (02:00 PM)

I would definitely be open to speaking about partnerships

From bonnie to Everyone: (02:00 PM)

We are paying rent in a city run venue that just closed. Has anyone had discussions about rent 
forgiveness until we are back up and running? Is this possible?

From MaryFrancis to Everyone: (02:00 PM)

Sarah Denman Wood worked on letter that we sent from The Charlottetown Festival to our 
company telling them where we are at. The artists were really appreciative of the 
communication. We didn’t have any solid answers just thoughts.

From Team Banff to Everyone: (02:00 PM)

thx @Nick will follow up

From Rozsa Foundation to Everyone: (02:00 PM)

Would love to hear from any Alberta based organizations about the impact of the shutdown on 
your orgs as we plan how we can help.

From Melanie & Will (Shakespeare on the Saskatchewan) to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thank you to everyone!

From Michael Sinclair to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thanks everyone and stay health

From Jeremy Smith to Everyone: (02:01 PM)



Thanks @zach et all at PACT!

From Geoff and Eryn - Globe to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thanks MaryFrancis!

From Kieran Dunch- Geordie Theatre to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thank you!

From Luke Reece to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thanks everybody!!

From Frances Shakov to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thanks PACT!

From bonnie to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thank you

From Rea Kavanagh to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thanks all!

From Alex to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thank you!

From Sarah Denman-Wood to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thank you everyone!

From Samantha to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thank you all! So good to see everyone's faces.

From Boomer Stacey to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thank you everyone - hope to see you back next week. Also open for suggestions of guests you 
would like to see

From Juan Hurtado cSPACE King Edward Calgary to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

thanks everyone!

From Justine to Everyone: (02:01 PM)



Thank you:)

From Alexis Da Silva-Powell to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thank you!

From Melanie & Will (Shakespeare on the Saskatchewan) to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

IS Shakespeare in the Ruin on?

From richardwilllis to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thank you everyone and PACT

From Nightswimming to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thanks all!!

From Sam McLean (WJT) to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thanks!

From Jason Dubois to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thank you!!

From caranorrish to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Virtual hugs to you all. We will get through this <3

From chemainustheatre to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thanks all!

From RheaS to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thank you!!!

From Rosie Shaw (Confederation Centre) to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thank you! Feeling less lonely now!

From TimJ to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

thanks all - stay safe

From claytonbaraniuk to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Nice seeing everyone from a distance!



From Deb Sidgm to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

Thank you for doing these town hall meetings. We are in this together and we will get through it 
together. Thanks and take care.

From Richie to Everyone: (02:01 PM)

thank you for bringing us all together

From Carole @ Carousel Theatre for Youn People to Everyone: (02:02 PM)

thanks PACT! wishing continued good health to everyone

From jilliankeiley to Everyone: (02:02 PM)

Thank you all

From Diana to Everyone: (02:02 PM)

Solidarity. Thank you

From MaryFrancis to Everyone: (02:02 PM)

Thanks everybody.

From chelseacarlson to Everyone: (02:02 PM)

Thank you

From Melanie & Will (Shakespeare on the Saskatchewan) to Everyone: (02:02 PM)

Thanks again everyone.

From Gaelle De Ruyter to Everyone: (02:03 PM)

Thanks to everyone at PACT and to all stay safe

From rhuber to Everyone: (02:04 PM)

Stay safe everyone.  Thank you PACT.

From Emmy Alcorn to Everyone: (02:04 PM)

Thanks. Good to see everyone.

From Deb Sidgm to Everyone: (02:04 PM)



BTW what our venue is doing to stay connected with our community is putting a new inspiring 
message on our exterior marquee everyday (eg. The lights will come back on). We are by a 
busy intersection so lots of folks will see this. Also we are sharing little selfie videos from staff, 
board, volunteers reading poems, lines from plays, so just a steady trickle of positive messages. 
Take care everyone and thanks. E-see you next week. D

From Emmy Alcorn to Everyone: (02:04 PM)

Be well xoxoxo

From Gaylene to Everyone: (02:04 PM)

Stay safe everyone - physically, emotionally & financially

From Jeremy Smith to Everyone: (02:04 PM)

@Deb - that's a beautiful idea.

From Jeffrey Kohut to Everyone: (02:06 PM)

Thanks PACT for organizing this and all the resources you are providing to us.  It's very much 
appreciated.  Thank you to the presenters today.

From Emmy Alcorn to Everyone: (02:07 PM)

So hard to leave, but I’m signing off. Til next time…..

From Boomer Stacey to Everyone: (02:10 PM)

thx Zach - I’m signing off - see you on the other link!


